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Introduct i on

Scope and Purpose

As the quest for Canadian solo vocal works rises

in both studio and concert repertoire, there is an

increasing need for available information concerning

songs by Canadian composers. This essay aims, in part,

to meet this need by reviewing three of Canada's early

composers of songs in English and a selection of their

solo song compositions.

The three composers presented in this paper are W.

0. Forsyth, Charles A. E. Harriss and Clarence Lucas.

Their works represent the concert and art song genre

from the period 1880 to 1940. This essay begins with a

condensed overview of the development of solo song in

Canada up to the time of Forsyth, Harriss and Lucas.

Chapter one presents a biographical account of each

composer, including any elements or situations

contributing to their song output.

Chapter two discusses a selected song repertoire

from each composer. Each work is discussed according

to its form, individual characteristics, vocal demands,

performance aspects, and suitability for studio or

concert repertoire. Also included in this chapter is a

table of the songs with such basic information as voice

1
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type(s), vocal range, general style and degree of

difficulty for both voice and accompaniment.

Two appendices complete the essay. Appendix 1 is

a chronological list of Canadian composers of songs in

English from 1848 to 1869 which places Forsyth, Harriss

and Lucas in perspective with their contemporaries.

Facsimiles for the songs discussed are found in

Appendix 2.

Historical Background

The solo song in Canada had its beginnings with

the arrival of French missionaries in the early 1600's.

Simple hymns were used to befriend the native Indians

and bring them to Christianity. The priests were soon

composing spiritual canticles to be sung in the chapel.

As native adults and children gathered without to hear

the new sound, a response began quite naturally when

those outside imitated the singing from within. 1 The

Huron carol "Jesous Ahatonhia" was one such song,

believed to be written by the Jesuit missionary Jean de

Brebeuf.^ Church music, then, was the first European

1 Described by Helmut Kallmann. "Historical
Background," Aspects of Music in Canada , ed. by Arnold
Walter (Toronto: University of Toronto Press), 1969, p.
30.

^ Helmut Kallmann, A History of Music in Canada
1534-1914 . (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1960;
reprint ed. , 1969), p. 13.
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music to be introduced into Canada. As the population

grew, both French and Indian boys were schooled in the

intricacies of Gregorian chant and musical notation.

Every male of musical inclination was expected to be

able to sing or play during the service which in turn

encouraged composition for that purpose. In these

primitive conditions, when colonization was just

beginning, the role of music belonged to the church

which favored the use of unison songs and plainchant.

Canada's population took a giant leap forward between

1663 and 1665 with a large influx of farmers and

fishermen from the northwest of France. They brought

wi th them thousands of songs that eventually evolved

into what we now refer to as Franch Canadi an folk

songs For these new Canadians, the habi tant

.

the

coureur de bois . the vovageur and those who settled the

eastern regions of Canada, music was essential to their

existence. Songs provided companionship in a harsh

land of endless work and loneliness. They were the

link to a far-off homeland and added cheer to social

gatherings. As an example, the French Canadians took

great delight in singing, dancing, and fiddling. In

particular, the songs of the vovageur have been

recorded in many a witnessed account, of which Helmut

Kallmann quotes one by John Mactaggart (1829) in

Aspects of Music in Canada :

They are good at composing easy,
extemporaneous songs... Many of their canoe



'
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songs are esquisite; more particularly the
air they give them... We must be in a canoe
with a dozen hearty paddlers, the lake pure,
the weather fine, and the rapids past, before
their influence can be powerfully felt.
Music and song I have revelled in all my days
and must own, that the chansons de voyageur
has delighted me above all others, excepting
those of Scotland.^

In English speaking Upper Canada, apart from the

folk song tradition, church music had the greatest

influence on singing. Early music publication was

directed toward the church for choirs and soloists.

Finely crafted organs were more common in churches and

music in the service became more elaborate, taking a

larger part in the proceedings. Two Anglo-Canadian

composers of Church music other than simple hymns were

Stephen Codman 4 and Quebec's Anglican Cathedral

Archbishop, Jacob Mountain. Along with the old country

style of English Cathedral church music, was the

3 Three Years in Canada . cited in Kallmann
"Historical Background," Aspects of Music in Canada,
p . 34

.

4 Lucien Poirier, "Codman, Stephan," Encvc 1 opedi

a

of Music in Canada . eds . , Helmut Kallmann, Gilles
Potvin and Kenneth Winters (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press), pp . 204-5.

Born in Norwich, England ca. 1796, Codman came to Canada on

the invitation of Bishop Jacob Mountain to take up the post of

organist at the (Anglican) Cathedral of the Holy Trinity in Quebec
City. His solid musical background was obtained in his native
England. Codman was a driving force in organizing grand concerts,
establishing a high standard of performance, teaching and
composing works for solo voice and vocal ensembles. His known
works seem to have been written before 1835 and were published in

London, England. They are among the oldest published Canadian
compositions.
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distinct emergence of an American influence, "singing

schools." These were classes conducted by singing

masters, usually from New England, who travelled from

town to town teaching rudiments of music and choral

singing. This made it possible for the untrained

singer to take a more effective part in the church

service. The books used by these masters often bore a

Boston or Philadelphia publisher's imprint and the

music they contained, although sacred in text, featured

sprightlier rhythms. Resident church musicians and

amateurs alike responded with compositions to fill the

demand for this more relaxed style of sacred vocal

music

.

With the uniting of Upper and Lower Canada in

1841, and with confederation looming on the horizon, a

wave of patriotic poetry and music sprang forth,

beginning in French Canada and spreading to other

parts. Songs like James Paton Clarke's^ "Lays of the

Maple Leaf" published in 1853 stirred the hearts of all

Canadians to become a nation in 1867.

5 Timothy McGee, The Music of Canada (New York:
W.W. Norton. 1985), pp. 56-57.

James Paton Clarke was born in Edinburgh, ca. 1807. Before
emigrating to Canada in 1835, he was an organist, teacher of piano
and singing and a composer. He eventually settled in Toronto and
was encouraged to program some of the first performances of
Beethoven and Mozart symphonies there. Clarke's compositions
include anthems, choruses and songs in which he strove to write
for the people. His songs about Canada reflect his love for his
adopted land and its inhabitants.
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This patriotic fervor culminated in "0 Canada" composed

by Calixa Laval 1 6e in 1880. 6 From east to west, "0

Canada" was soon the song to be sung at public

gatherings and featured in concert. It was not until

1980 that Laval 16e's stirring composition was

officially legislated as Canada's national anthem,

although it was approved by parliamentary committee in

1967. 7

Just as patriotic fervor broke out in Canada, the

first musical journals and supplements were published.

Musical societies were formed for the promotion of

choirs and orchestras which were attempting larger and

more difficult works. The middle classes could indulge

in purchasing pianos which were being built by a dozen

or so Canadian companies in the last decades of the

nineteenth century. This encouraged home music making

6 Gilles Potvin, "Laval 1 6e , Calixa" Encvc 1 opedi a
of Music in Canada , pp . 527-29.

Laval 16e represents the first musician of professional
calibre born in Canada. A composer, pianist, conductor, teacher
and administrator, he was born December 18th, 1842 in Lower
Canada. His remarkable musical aptitude was evident at an early
age and he soon played several instruments. Although
exceptionally gifted, Laval 16e received his training in Montreal
and Paris along completely traditional lines which explains the
conventional style of his compositions. His works, however,
display an innate feeling for melody and rhythm but rarely depart
from traditional harmonic vocabulary. Other than "0 Canada",
Laval l^e's compositions are little known. His larger works,
although unfinished, indicate that he could have been a

substantial composer.

7 Helmut Kallmann, "National and royal anthems,"
Encyclopedia of Music in Canada , p. 665.
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and a demand for sheet music by amateur musicians.

That need was met by several publishing houses, among

which were Nordheimer, Whaley Royce and Suckling and

Sons. Lawrence Lande

8

sums up the nineteenth century

musical attitude nicely in his A Checklist of Early

Musi c

:

During the nineteenth century, especial-
ly during the Victorian era, when sheet music
became popular, music was imperial and
militaristic in theme and r h y t hm- -the
quadrilles, the marches, the galops, the
mazurkas, the polkas, the schotisches.
Occasi ona 1 1 y , for good measure, a romantic
waltz and a love song were thrown in. This
was a time of empire building, and the great
nations of the world were vieing with each
other for economic supremacy: attitudes
reflected in the lyrics of the time.

After confederation, the situation of music in

Canada was fast moving toward the conditions necessary

for the solo art-song to flourish. An organized

culture now existed with a middle class clientele.

Home music making was developing via the availability

of pianos. Such Canadian writers as Charles Sangster,

Charles Roberts, Bliss Carmen, Archibald Lampmann and

8 "Lande Collections," Encyclopedia of Music in

Canada . pp . 519-520.

Lande, a notary public born in Ottawa, 1906, is a collector
of Canadian books, a poet, author and amateur collector. His
Canadian holdings are housed in the McLennan (Redpath) Library of

McGill University in Montreal.

9 Lawrence M. Lande, "Foreword," A Check list of
Early Music Relating to Canada. Lawrence Lande
Foundations for Canadian Historical Research, No. 8
(Montreal: McGill University, 1973).
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others were inspiring composers to set their poems to

music. The continuing influx of immigrants saw a

variety of trained, experienced performers, composers

and talented amateurs take up residence, primarily in

the eastern cities of the nation. Such supporting

agents as music journals, concert reviews and music

education were developing. Song compositions at this

time were by immigrant composers. Their background and

training were acquired in the 'old country' which was

likely France, Germany, Scotland, or England. These

early songs may seem simple and perhaps imitative of

European models like Mendelssohn or Gounod, but they

are part of the development of the solo song in Canada.

Most fall into the popular ballad or parlor song

category enjoyed in the Victorian era. Edwin

Gledhill 10 and John Davenport Kerrison 11 were popular

song composers in Canada at this time.

10 Helmut Kallmann, "Gledhill, Edwin," Encvc 1
o-

pedia of Music in Canada , pp. 379-80.

Born in London, July 3, 1830, Edwin Gledhill arrived in New
York City with his father in 1851. Eventually moving to Toronto,
Gledhill settled into teaching and composing music. He was a

post-confederation composer and the first successful
Anglo-Canadian writer of parlor songs and ballads.

11 Elaine Keillor, "Kerrison, John," Encvc 1 ooedi

a

of Music in Canada , pp . 495-96.

A pianist, teacher, composer and editor, Kerrison was born
in London, 1851. He studied in England and the United States,
eventually settling in Toronto to become organist at St. John's
Church. He composed numerous patriotic and parlor songs which
were published in Canada and the United States.
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Their songs were, for the most part, pretty and the

poetry sweet or melancholy. They were suitable for

home sing-songs or social events. Some of the early

grace found in the older airs and occasional artful

harmonies provided interesting moments.

Religious fervor and patriotic zeal did not

terminate during the Victorian era but continued to

inspire song writers in English speaking Canada. The

Boer War from 1899 to 1902, and later, World War I,

fueled a fresh outbreak of patriotic songs. Anthems

and religious songs were always in demand and several

composers enjoyed their first success through this

idiom. Robert S. Ambrose 1 ^ is one of these. His song

"One Sweetly Solemn Thought" written in 1876, is still

found in many hymn collections today.

Anglo-Canadian protestant church music at this

time was rather bland, sentimental and musically

insignificant. This was remedied with the arrival of

Elizabeth Mu 1 1 i n , "Ambrose, Robert," Ency-
clopedia of Music in Canada , p . 1 7

.

Robert Ambrose was born in Chelmsford, Essex, Mar. 7, 1824
and emigrated to Canada in 1837 as a young boy. His father was
the organist of Chelmsford Cathedral before moving to a farm near
Guelph, Ontario. Following in his fathers footsteps, Robert
became organist in Kingston and Hamilton, taught music and wrote
some 80 songs, many of which were published by the Canadian
companies of Suckling or Nordheimer

.
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British musicians like Albert Ham, Leo Smith and Alfred

Whitehead between 1897 and 1913. 13 Their influence was

felt in very distinct ways. By their example they set

a high standard of musical excellence and most

importantly, they established a music education system

patterned after their British experiences. Complete

with examination boards, a grading system and

competitive festivals, it soon permeated schools and

colleges, dominating Canada's music system until the

mi d- twen t i eth century. They set about teaching the art

of composition and music appreciation which resulted in

English speaking Canadian composers following German

and English models. Canadian composers could now

receive a complete musical education without having to

travel abroad. As a result, song compositions

reflected a mixture of Cathedral school grandeur,

nobility, pomp, and at times, a child-like simplicity

and delight.

The higher standard of music appreciation and

education established by transplanted British

musicians, coupled with an ever growing urbanization

soon led to a demand for a more sophisticated approach

to the solo song in Canada. As a natural result of

13

221 -22 .

Kallmann, A History of Music in Canada , pp

.





these developments, serious musicians from French and

English Canada were turning out compositions of a

higher calibre. From among the song writers of English

Canada in the late nineteenth century, three composers

emerge whose quality and volume of songs are

representative of that time. The three are W. 0.

Forsyth, Charles A. E. Harriss and Clarence Lucas.

During the period from 1880 to 1940, when serious song

composition was flourishing, all three were actively

engaged in composing, were well trained in their craft

and sensitive to the musical tastes and needs of the

Canadian public. They followed the concert and

art-song tradition, blending poetry and music to

complement each other. Their works were well known in

Canada, the United States and abroad by fellow writers,

critics and performers alike. From their biographies,

one can gain an appreciation and understanding of their

contributions to the development of solo song

composition in Canada.





Chapter One

The majority of Canadian composers from 1880 to

1940 seemed more concerned with works for the voice

than with instrumental music. More vocal music in the

form of cantatas, choruses, anthems and songs was

written at that time than compositions for piano or

violin which were the popular instruments to study. It

would seem that Canadians were a vocal people. The

three composers under discussion, Forsyth, Harriss and

Lucas, share this trait since the majority of their

works are vocal compositions of one kind or another.

Forsyth wrote and published some 24 songs while Harriss

and Lucas left an inheritance of over 50 songs each.

One cannot help but wonder what the capabilities of

each might have been had composing been their chief

concern

.

W.O. Forsvth (1859 - 1937) 14

The second edition of Men and Women of the Time .

1912, lists Wesley Octavius Forsyth as a pianist

li4Major sources for W. 0. Forsyth's biography are
Henry Cooke Hamilton, "Wesley Octavius Forsyth,"
Musical Canada 10 (June 1929): 3, 8-9; Elaine Keillor,
"Wesley Octavius Forsyth," The Canada Music Book 7

(Autumn-Winter 1973): 101-21; J. D. Logan, "Canadian
Creative Composers," Canadian Magazine 41 (September
1913): 487-94; Henry James Morgan, ed. , "Wesley
Octavius Forsyth," Men and Women of the Time , 2nd ed.
(Toronto: Wm. Briggs, 1912), pp . 412-13.

12
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of "Scotch, German and Irish origin." He was born in

Markham Township in Ontario, the 26th of January, 1859.

By 1912, Forsyth was not only a pianist but also a man

distinguished in many facets of music, beloved of his

pupils and respected by colleagues. The Society of

Letters, Art and Science in London, England invited him

to become a fellow of that prestigious group of

scholars. He was among the first Canadian-born

musicians to make his life and career in Canada.

Helmut Kallmann remarked that:

Forsyth's pen never rested till the end.
His works bear opus numbers from 1 to 71 ;

they were published by at least 17 different
publishers in Canada, Germany, England and
the United States. 15

Success did not entice Forsyth to leave his native land

for the larger musical centres of London, New York or

Boston. Instead, he contributed to the musical life of

Canada and of Toronto in particular, as a pianist,

composer, teacher, critic, and concert manager.

Forsyth's musical education in Canada was

encouraged by Dr. Edward Fisher who was himself an

active composer. In 1886, Forsyth began advanced music

studies in Germany at the Leipzig Conservatory. Before

leaving he had some piano pieces and one song published

15 Kallmann, A History of Music in Canada , p. 253.
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in Canada. By 1888, still at the Conservatory,

Forsyth's compositions were meeting with success on

programs played by German orchestras.

Forsyth's studies at the Leipzig Conservatory and

in Vienna were with some of Europe's finest pedagogues.

He studied piano under Adolph Ruthardt, Martin Krause

and Julius Epstein. Theory and composition were

conducted by Jadassohn while orchestration was under

Richard Hoffman. His education did not stop at the

Conservatory but benefited greatly from witnessing live

performances by such fine artists as Clara Schumann and

Anton Rubinstein. Attendance at several of Wagner's

operas prompted him to make the following comment in a

Toronto newspaper, The Mai 1 . in 1887:

There is no mistaking a Wagner opera
when once heard. A continual roaming around
without rhythm or form, endless modulation,
shrieking discords, diminished seventh chords
piled mountains high without distinction are
some of the characteristics which abound in
Wagner's works.

^

Forsyth would eventually think more kindly of Wagnerian

opera but at the time he was a young student partaking

of and sorting out all that was offered him in a

musical education.

16The Mail , quoted in Elaine Keillor, "Wesley
Octavius Forsyth 1859-1937," Canada Music Book 7
(Autumn-Winter 1973): 102.
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Forsyth returned from Leipzig in January of 1880

to join the newly formed Toronto College of Music and

Orchestral School as a teacher of piano, harmony,

counterpoint, fugue, canon, composition and

orchestration. By 1891, he held teaching appointments

in no less than five colleges. His reputation as a

teacher was fast spreading with accounts of his

expertise appearing in the Chicago Indicator and the

Chicago Presto . Students from the United States, all

parts of Canada and other countries were attracted by

his fame as a pedagogue.

During the interval of 1889 to 1892, Forsyth

managed to compose four piano pieces and three songs,

all of which were well received. These compositions

are indicative of Forsythes leaning toward the romantic

"character" works of Liszt and Schumann which he would

often choose to play in recital.

A trip to Germany in June, 1892, afforded Forsyth

the opportunity to seek further study and attend

concerts of works by Bruckner, Berlioz and, once again,

a Wagner opera. This time he saw "Parsifal" and was

"wonderfully impressed" which was a distinct change of

heart from his earlier opinion of that composer.

During the summer he studied once again with Julius

Epstein at the Vienna Conservatory. On his return to

Toronto at the season's end, Forsyth became a regular

contributor to the "Music and Drama" section in The
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Week. His articles were often reprinted in the New

York Musical Courier . Philadelphia's The Etude , the

Chicago Indi cator and the London Musical Times and

Musical Standard .

Forsyth's career was now in full stride, teaching,

writing articles, composing and occasionally playing

the part of impresario by bringing well known artists

to Toronto. All that Forsyth undertook was for the

advancement of music. His entire life was spent in the

pursuit of a higher level of musical instruction,

composition, and performance in Toronto and its

surrounding area.

In 1905 and 1912, Forsyth made two more trips to

Europe. The first served as a break from his heavy

teaching schedule. The second was taken after his

resignation from the Metropolitan School of Music of

which he was the director from 1895 to 1912. The

Continental Times . Berlin comments on his visit:

W. 0. Forsyth has acquired an
international reputation as a teacher of
piano, and has brought out many players who
have appeared here and elsewhere with great
success, and who have made positions for
themselves among pianists. After a summer's
continental travel accompanied by his wife
and daughter, he spent ten days in our city
prior to sailing for home today. 17

17 Ibid. , p. 113.
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After his return to Toronto, Forsyth continued

teaching but on a smaller scale. His compositions

continued to be published and republished by several

different firms. Among the better known of these were

Novel lo and Ashdown of London, Jost and Sander of

Leipzig, Ditson of Boston, W. A. Pond and Co. of New

York and Nordheimer and Suckling of Toronto. Such a

representation as this can only attest to Forsyth's

international reputation as a composer.

The year 1914 saw Forsyth tour western Canada as

an adjudicator for the University of Toronto and

resulted in his delightful article, "The Winsome

West." 18 Upon his return in September, he reopened his

studios in the Nordheimer Building, once again

returning to the role of private instructor. A 1915

article in The Canadian Journal of Music penned by his

long time colleague Luigi von Kunits, recognizes

Forsyth / s contributions as a pianist, pedagogue and

composer

:

He has developed an absolutely original
method of instruction. The large number of
his pupils and the great amount of time he
devotes to them, precludes his appearance on
the concert stage, so that only his students
and occasionally his personal friends enjoy
the rare privilege of hearing the master
play. His songs, as well as his piano
pieces, are frequently performed on the
concert stage, and their melodious flow

18 "The Winsome West" cited in Keillor, "Forsyth,"
p. 114, without bibliographical reference.
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combined with a masterly technical finesse,
makes them equally popular with layman and
critic. 19

Forsyth became one of the directors of the Academy

of Music in 1919 which later amalgamated with the

Toronto Conservatory in 1924. Now he was back with the

institutions which had employed him as a young teacher

in the 1890's.

As Forsyth slipped into later years, he continued

teaching at the Conservatory, he composed, and kept up

with the many international friendships that he

enjoyed, and was active in the Toronto Arts and Letters

Club. His pupils testified of his kindness and concern

for them as individuals. A letter from his good friend

Clarence Lucas suggests that he also gave financial

assistance when it was warranted.

On May 7, 1937, Wesley Octavius Forsyth died

suddenly at his home in Toronto. Tributes were paid to

his "charming manner," his excellent scholarship and

his undying desire for the advancement of music in

Canada. The Saturday Night magazine summed up his

1 i f

e

/ s work

:

The sudden death of Wesley Octavius
Forsyth... has removed a man who in days gone
by was a decisive influence on the progress

19The Canadian Journal of Music. 11 (June 1915)
quoted in Keillor "Wesley Octavius Forsyth," p. 114.
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of music in Canada... his rare musicianship
and his encyclopedic knowledge of music in
general made him an inspiration;... 20

A fellow writer of musical articles, J. D. Logan,

summarized the essence of Forsyth's compositions:

Possessing neither the versatility nor
the productive energy of Mr. Lucas, Mr.
Forsyth is, not withstanding, a systematic
composer of music which is conceived
poetically and composed with a beauty of
melody and harmonic colour that conveys
dainty messages to the tonal sense, and at
the same time, suffuses these with exauisite
emotional suggest i veness

.

21

In the total output of Forsyth's compositions the

bulk of his work is for piano or for voice with piano.

The songs, some twenty-four in all, were written

between 1883 and 1934. An absence of opportunity for

larger works to be performed and published likely

influenced him to concentrate on producing smaller

works for the piano or for voice. His compsitions

were widely published, and popular both at home and

abroad. They were of a higher standard than other

similar works written at that time, and they met the

demands of a market eager for new solo compositions.

Forsyth's attitude towards composing was one of

gentility, expressed in short lyrical works. He is

20 Saturdav Night quoted in Keillor "Forsyth,
p.115.

21 J. D. Logan, "Canadian Creative Composers,
Canadian Magazine 41 (September 1913): 492.
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deserving of a broader scope of recognition and should

be given his rightful inheritance as a Canadian song

composer

.

Charles A . E. Harriss (1862 - 1929)22

Dr. Charles Albert Edwin Harriss was born in

London, England the 16th of December, 1862. During his

lifetime he was a composer, impresario, educator,

organist, choir-master and conductor. Like many of the

British immigrant composers, he was a musical "Jack of

all trades." Harriss was educated in the English

Cathedral tradition that began with lessons from his

father, a cathedral organist, and then progressed to

St. Michael's College in Tenbury. Eventually Harriss

would earn a Bachelor of Music from the University of

Toronto in 1900, receive an honorary membership in the

Royal Academy of Music in 1905 and be awarded a Lambeth

doctoral degree in music, bestowed by the Archbishop of

Canterbury, also in 1905.

22Major biographical sources for Harriss are Louis
Alexander MacKay, "Harriss, Charles Albert Edwin,"
Canadian Who Was Who 1875 - 1933, Vol . 1 (Toronto:
Trans Canada Press, 1934), pp. 250-252; "Dr. Charles
Harriss," Musical Times 50 (April 1909): 225-29; Nadia
Turbide, "Harriss, Charles A. E. (Albert Edwin),"
Encyclopedia of Music in Canada , p. 417.
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On the recommendation of his former teacher. Sir

Frederick Ouse ley, Harriss won an organist appointment

at St. Alban the Martyr church in Ottawa over sixty

other candidates. In 1882, a mere twenty years old, he

sailed for Canada and the begi nn i ng of a 1 ong and

varied 1 i f e in which music was always at the centre.

While on board ship, he made the first of many

inf 1 uent i al Canadian friendships that wou 1 d ease him

into his new life. He met the mayor of Ottawa who

introduced him to Sir John A. Macdonald, the premier of

Canada, and his wife. Lady Macdonald. She became his

“kindest friend in Canada" according to an article

about Harriss in the Musical Times dated April 1st,

1909. Harriss spent his first night in Canada at

" Earnscl i f f e ,
" then the premiers residence. Many

years later, by a curious turn of fate. Dr. Harriss and

his wife would purchase Earnscl iffe and maintain it as

their Canadian home.

Harriss remained at St. Albans for one year before

moving to Montreal where he accepted another position

as organist. This move proved more difficult, as there

were no friends or acquaintances to rely on. To

supplement his income, Harriss taught private lessons

to the children of workers who were employed on
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the Grand Trunk Railway. City teaching practices23

were difficult to attain, so therefore he turned his

energies to organizing a choral union for the working

people of the area and was successful in training a

chorus of one hundred voices with soloists and

orchestra. They presented a "highly satisfactory"

performance of "The Woman of Samaria," a sacred cantata

by Sir Sterndale Bennett. This was the end of what

might be referred to as Harris'' "general practioner

period." He was now ready to begin "specialist"

endeavours

.

In 1886, Harriss became the chief musician of St.

James the Apostle church in Montreal. He functioned in

this capacity for nine years, setting a high standard

of music which was soon emulated by other churches.

During this time, Harriss achieved much success as a

solo organist in Canada and the United States, giving

recitals between Boston and San Francisco as well as

across Canada.

Harriss was a great organizer of "grandiose

musical schemes" and had an intense desire to travel

23 It was customary for a music teacher to either
set up a music practice, the same as any other
professional, in appropriate quarters or to take over
an existing studio from another teacher. Either way,
money was involved and it is not likely that Harriss
could afford either upon his arrival in Montreal in

1883.
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which led to his lifelong promotion of "musical

reciprocity" within the British Empire. 24 His marriage

in 1897 to Mrs. Ella Schoenberger , a widow of

independent wealth, made his many schemes financially

possible. Percy Scholes refers to Harriss as "a

veritable musical Napol eon--a 1 ways engaged in a tonal

campaign somewhere." 25 He organized concerts on both a

large and small scale, for small communities where

music was a luxury, and for large sophisticated centres

the world over. Emma Albani's 1896 Canadian Tour was

arranged by Harriss. He brought British bands and

artists to Canada and the Un i ted States

.

His 1903

"Cycle of Festivals" took two years of planning and

included eighteen Canadian cities from coast to coast.

Sir Alexander Mackenzie was invited to conduct the

series which involved some 4500 participants. In 1908

Harriss arranged for the talents of Sir Frederick

Bridge, organist of Westminster Cathedral, and later in

1911, Sir Edward Elgar agreed to join the Sheffield

Choir's North American tour as a guest conductor.

Harriss' tireless efforts included the formation

of a Montreal choir and the Philharmonic Union which

24Nadia Turbide, "Harriss, Charles A. E. (Albert
Edwin)," Encyclopedia of Music in Canada , p. 417.

25Percy Scholes quoted in Keillor,
p.417.

Harr i ss

,
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joined with the Pittsburgh Orchestra to perform his

choric idyl entitled "Pan". For many years almost

every major musical event in eastern Canada and every

visit by a British artist was arranged by Harriss. The

fulfillment of his greatest efforts was the "Musical

Festival of the Empire." This was a lecture-conducting

tour that went to New Zealand, South Africa, Canada and

the United States in 1911. Those involved with Harriss

in this venture were the Sheffield Choir, their

director Henry Coward, and Sir Edward Elgar who joined

the group for the United States and Toronto part of the

Festival. It was a unanimously acclaimed success.

Throughout these many ventures, Harriss served as

director of examinations for the Associated Board of

the Royal School of Music in 1903 and was appointed the

first director of the McGill Conservatoire from 1904 to

1907.

His fame as a festival organizer and music

educator often forces Harriss'' accomplishments as a

composer into the background. He was inclined toward

sacred vocal composition, the salon piece and concert

or art songs. His larger works were for voice, rather

than the symphony, concerto, quartet and sonata forms.

Harriss saw all of his music published in his lifetime

by the best known English, American and Canadian

houses. He wrote in all manner of ways for the voice.

The large vocal works include a cantata in 1884,
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"Daniel before the King, “ an opera "Torquil" in 1894

and two masses in 1901 and 1903. A comic opera, "The

Admiral" was performed in 1902. "Pan" followed in

1904, and a choral setting of Kingsley's poem "The

Sands of Dee" was composed in 1906 for the Montreal

Philharmonic Society of which he was both founder and

conductor. In 1911, an ode, "The Crowning of the King"

was written. Scattered throughout these, Harriss

turned out over fifty songs, several anthems and

numerous keyboard works. W. 0. Forsyth commented on

the compositions of Harriss in a 1915 article saying:

Charles A. E. Harriss, for many years a
resident of Canada, and now living in Ottawa
when not engaged in musical work in England,
has written an opera, "Torquil," "Pipes of
Pan," and some other large works, besides
numerous songs. These compositions prove
Harriss to be a talented musician of high
aims and desires. They are imaginative, well
expressed and effective. 26

Helmut Kallmann suggests that there are hints of

Wagner's "Tristan" in the harmonic vocabulary of

"Torquil" which is a "pleasant surprise in a Canadian

composer of the turn of the century." 27 "Pan" was

described as "imaginative and picturesque music" when

it was performed in England in 1905. 28

26W. 0. Forsyth, "Canadian Composers," The Can-
adian Journal of Music (June 1915): 21.

27Ka 1 Imann, A History of Music in Canada , p.249.

28 Ibi d.
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An article in the Musical Times gave a description

of Dr. Harriss as:

A man of boundless energy, unflinching
courage, and strenuous go-a-headness . . .wi th
his general optimism, carries all before
him. 29

Harriss was a man of rare ability and originality. He

believed that music was the greatest catalyst for the

promotion of international good-will. His compositions

show the same careful attention as the many festivals

he organized. They are melodious and capably written,

a valuable legacy from an earlier time in the

development of Canadian song.

Clarence Lucas(1866 - 1947) 30

The third composer presented in this paper is

Clarence Lucas, a Canadian, born near Hamilton, Ontario

the 19th of October, 1866. He died at S)vres, France

in 1947. Lucas' professional career was divided

between New York, London and Paris with only a short

time spent in Canada. But unlike others who pursued

29
" Dr. Charles Harriss," Musical Times . 50 (April

1909): 229.

30 Biographical sources for Lucas are W. 0.

Forsyth, "Clarence Lucas," Canadian Journal of Music 1

(May 1914): 4; Sharyn Lea Hall, "Lucas, Clarence
Reynolds," Encyclopedia of Music in Canada , p. 565, and
J. D. Logan, "Canadian Creative Composers," Canadian
Magazine 41 (September 1913: 487-494).
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careers abroad and in the United States, Lucas was

never totally absorbed by the countries in which he

lived and worked. He remained well known as Canada's

most accomplished composer whose works were hailed by

Canadian music critics.

Lucas was the eldest child of a Methodist minister

who travelled widely in his work. The family

eventually settled in Montreal where Lucas received his

musical education. He studied piano, organ and violin

and soon organized an orchestra at his school. A

scholarship to McGill University for clerical studies

was refused in favor of conducting an amateur

orchestra. Lucas went on to play trombone in a theatre

orchestra, was organist for various churches and

violinist in the Montreal Philharmonic Society!

Serious musical studies called when financial

assistance was offered by the French government to

study at the Conservatoire National de Musique in

Paris. From 1886 to 1889, Lucas received a

comprehensive musical education under Theodore Dubois.

He returned to Toronto to take up teaching at a number

of Col 1 eges.

In the fall of 1889, Lucas was appointed Professor

of Musical Theory at the Toronto College of Music and

was the music director of the Wesleyan Ladies College

in Hamilton. It was during this time that Clarence

Lucas met W. 0. Forsyth who was also teaching at the
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same Toronto college. A lifelong friendship resulted

with each man championing the others work. Forsyth

described Lucas as being "chock full of vitality" and

"bouyantly enthusiastic as to the future. "31 was a

time when music was awakening, particularly in eastern

Canada, and composers like Forsyth and Lucas were

filled with inspiration and wrote some of their best

works.

Lucas did not stay long in Canada but accepted a

position at a conservatory in Utica, New York. He soon

tired of life in that small American city and left for

London, England where he remained for twelve years.

During this time he read proofs and revised manuscripts

for the publishing house of Chappell. He also engaged

in private teaching, conducted the Westminster Society,

and wrote a book on Musical Form. Many compositions,

both large and small, were written during these years.

Lucas became the London correspondent for the Musical

Courier, an association that would continue on and off

for thirty years.

In 1904, Lucas began his work in musical theatre

by directing his own opera, "Peggie Machree." This led

to his co-conducting of the Gaiety Production in London

and on their tours of the British Isles. The following

31 W. 0. Forsyth, "Clarence Lucas," The Canadian
Journal of Music I (May 1914): 4.
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year, 1906, Lucas arranged and conducted Grieg's

incidental music for the New York premiere of Ibsen's

“Peer Gynt." George M. Cohan engaged his services at

this time as conductor and composer which brought him

back to the United States for the next thirteen years.

In 1919, Lucas returned to London and the Chappell

Company until 1923 when he moved to Sevres near Paris.

Here he worked as a freelance transcriber, arranger,

lyricist, and translator. By 1933 he was back in

London, concentrating on composing and writing

edi torial s.

As a composer, Clarence Lucas is compared with

Calixa Laval l^e in productivity and variety of

compositions. Each composed in various styles and

genres. Lucas soon earned the reputation of an

accomplished musician and earnest composer. Many of

his works were performed in British and North American

cities with very favorable results. The Ch i caao

Tribune of Feb. 1901 comments:

The melodies he writes have vitality and
beauty and appeal to the musician and layman
alike. From this it is not to be concluded
he is not a master of all resources of modern
harmony and orchestrat i on .32

32Chicago Tribune . Feb., 1901, quoted in Sharyn
Lea Hall, "Lucas, Clarence Reynolds," in the
Encyclopedia of Music in Canada , p. 565.
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Lucas' large works include seven operas, of which

at least two were performed, an oratorio, a Requiem

Mass, one symphony, two symphonic poems and three

overtures to Shakespearean plays. His smaller works

are for organ, piano and include some seventy songs for

solo voice. Of the songs W. 0. Forsyth said:

Many of his songs have the real ring,
are admirable specimens of their kind. 33

Clarence Lucas was a genuine Canadian whose

compositions, both large and small, reveal a fine

scholarship, are poetical and musically effective. He

was an excellent artist of great vitality who loved

beauty. His compositions flow with unrestrained melody

and conventional harmonizations. Interesting effects

are developed with skill and imagination. Mr. Lucas is

also a man of letters whose legacy of musical writings

reveal his astute musicianship and enhance his position

as one of Canada's prominent early composers.

33W . 0. Forsyth, "Lucas p. 4.





Chapter Two

As the Nineteenth Century drew to a close, the

solo song remained the most popular vocal composition

being published in Canada. The solo vocal works of W.

0. Forsyth, Charles Harriss and Clarence Lucas reached

a higher level of refinement and maturity than those of

their predecessors. Their compositions were more

musically interesting and poetically pleasing. Ail

three were European trained and well versed in the

style of the Lied. They began a trend of artistic

sensitivity that “charted new musical directions for

Canadians to follow in the early Twentieth Century.*' 34

Songs of W. 0. Forsyth

W. 0. Forsyth is a lyrical composer whose songs

reflect a tender gentleness. J. D. Logan describes

Forsyth's music as:

full of melodic charm, but
coloured with refined or tender reverie, or
with other personally precious experiences of
the spirit. 35

34 Frederick A. Hall, ed. , "Introduction," Songs I

to English Text (Ottawa: Canadian Musical Heritage
Society, 1985), p. x.

35 Logan, "Canadian Creative Composers," p.493.

31
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Forsyth was particularly gifted in creating

beautiful melodies and harmonizing them in a charming,

romantic way. His compositions often follow the style

of the Lied, with the piano enhancing the poetic

vision. It is unfortunate that these lovely songs

"suffer from mediocre poetry, "^ an affliction of many

works written in or shortly after the Victorian period.

Forsyth's own tendency toward sentimentality added to

the problem.

Since there is little contrast between Forsyth's

solo songs, it was not possible to select three of

varied style. The songs presented here are "Trust"

C 1 889 ) , "Love Took Me Softly By the Hand" (1907), and

"Love's Tribute" (1914). Covering a twenty-five year

span, these songs share basically the same elements.

The melodies are sensitively structured to complement

the poetic message which, in each instance, centers on

some aspect of love. The accompanying piano parts are

skillfully executed to enhance both poetry and melody.

An early review of "Trust" described the accompaniment

as having "an almost orchestral fullness of effect, and

rich coloring rarely to be found in songs by native

authors."^ This "orchestral fullness" is present in

36Keillor, "Forsyth," p. 116.

^Musical Monitor , quoted in Keillor, "Forsyth, "p.
106 .





each of the three songs. Forsyth was well versed in

orchestration, taught the subject and employed these

concepts in most of his compositions. The effect of

such artful accompaniment over which floats a lovely

lyrical melody is the charm of Forsyth's solo vocal

works.

The influence of the Lied is strongly felt in

Forsyth's songs with his use of strophic, modified

strophic and through-composed forms. “Trust'' is a

modified strophic piece while "Love Took Me Softly By

the Hand" is in strophic form. “Lovers Tribute"

follows an A B A pattern with the returning A section

somewhat modified.

Forsyth's songs are harmonized trditionally but

often make clever use of delightful nuances. Such is

the case in "Trust" which ends on the dominant of the

key, underlining the last words "morning smile."

Forsyth accomplishes this by way of a falling fifth

modulation ending in an enharmonic change which adds

charm and meaning to the text. (ex. 1)
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ex. 1, p . 5

.

"Love's Tribute" features an elegant modulation in

the harmonization between sections. Here Forsyth uses

the romantic preference of moving from tonic to

submediant via an extended use of chromatic passing

tones. It is particularly effective at this point as

the text takes on a brighter quality, (ex. 2) A

similar modulation occurs at the end of this verse

facilitating a return to the original key for the

modified A section, (ex. 3)
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ex. 2, pg. 3.

ex. 3, pg. 4.
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Forsyth's sensitivity to textual nuances also

leads to adaptations of formal structure, as in "Love

Took Me By the Hand," where a question is asked at the

end of verses one and two in the vocal line and

answered in the piano. Cex. 4)

ex. 4, pg. 3.
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In verse three, the voice puts words to the pianistic

reply which is a clever device for holding the

listener's attention, (ex. 5). By doing so, Forsyth

avoids needless repetition in the first two verses and

allows for a more elaborate reply at the end.

ex. 5, pg. 5.

Forsyth is most explicit with dynamic marking,

clearly indicating the effect he wishes. The melodic

rhythms are usually uncomplicated and completely in

keeping with the lyrics. Tempi are never extreme;

usually he prescribes moderato . Perhaps it is this

lack of extremes or excitement that prompted J. D.

Logan to observe that "Mr. Forsyth's music ... is
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devoid of all those light playful bits of melodic fancy

and tone-colour which come under the aesthetic genus of

humour. "38 w. 0. Forsyth was a "reflective, pensive"

song writer, not at home with anything other than that

which was beautiful, lyrical and harmonious.

Vocally, each song has its own special demands.

Whether the songs are sung in a teaching situation or

for concert performance, these vocal demands need to be

met. All three songs require a "light touch" and

suffer from the danger of being "over-sung." On the

other hand, they must not lack direction of melodic

line or the quiet energy that is difficult to maintain

in gentle songs of this nature. There also needs to be

a strict adherence to the subtle changes in dynamic

markings. "Love's Tribute" depends on such fluctuating

dynamics which, when missed, rob the piece of the charm

and lightness intended by the composer.

The other two songs require special attention to

phrasing. There is a tendency to approach "Trust" on a

bar to bar basis, allowing the rhythmic pulse to

dictate the phrase. One must sing through the strong

duple rhythm and think forward, in two bar phrases.

The last phrase of this piece encompasses four bars and

38Logan , "Canadian Creative Composers," p. 193.
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involves rather disjunct intervals before settling into

the dominant chord ending (see example 1). This poses

some problems in maintaining a smooth legato throughout

without a breath in the middle of the longer phrase.

"Love Took Me Softly By The Hand" has phrasing

difficulties similar to "Trust" but is complicated by a

recurring arpeggiated melody that should sound

effortless. Because of the arpeggio pattern, the

tendency arises to stress each pulse. Once again, two

bar legato phrases are called for with an even vibrato,

(ex. 6)

Love took me softly by the hand.

Words anonymous!* W. 0. FORSYTH, Op. 80, N? 2

to. # to. # to- * to.*i«i7e

ex. 6, pg. 2.

In performing Forsyth's songs, one must keep in

mind that he was a reflective, pensive composer whose

attitude toward composition was one of relaxation which

he expressed in short, lyric works. His songs are



'
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reminiscent of a life of refinement when melodies were

beautiful and full of harmonic colour.

From a teaching studio and concert point of view,

these three Forsyth songs are useful in both instances.

For public performance, they are suitably written and

would provide a pleasant respite from heavier, more

dramatic works. As a group, these songs would be

acceptable or may be placed with those of another

Canadian composer of the same period or similar style.

Songs of Charles Harriss

Songs composed by Harriss display a broad variety

of style and a careful choice of poetry. There is

everything from gentle or dramatic ballads to

Wagner i an- 1 i ke arias. His solo vocal compositions bear

the mark of the late romantic composers, especially

Richard Wagner and Sir Edward Elgar. Sweeping phrases

and wide intervals are characteristic. Harmonic

rhythms generally complement the text, and are

occasionally stretched within the diatonic structure.

Harriss' vocal music is described in early publications

as "imaginative and pi cturesque .
" 39 He chose both

sacred and secular texts from among the better writers

of his time.

39Kallmann, A History of Music in Canada , p. 249.
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Harriss' leaning toward the poetry of Longfellow

accounts for two of the songs selected for discussion

here. They are "The Reaper" from 1887 and a

contrasting "Come To Me 0 Ye Children" of a later

vintage. The third selection is an aria from the opera

Torgu i

1

written in 1894. These three pieces show the

soundness of a traditional musical background and

include innovative touches that indicate a creative

sense

.

Each song represents a different form. "The

Reaper" is a dramatically effective through-composed

piece while "Come To Me 0 Ye Children" fits well into a

modified ABA setting. The aria from "Torquil"

develops its strength within a modified strophic

approach. Harriss seems at home with each form, making

effective choices for setting the poetry of these

songs.

"The Reaper" was composed shortly after Harriss /

appointment as organist-choir director of St. James the

Apostle Church in Montreal. He was not yet known for

his tireless efforts on behalf of "musical reciprocity"

within the Empire. His energies were poured into

building a high standard of musical presentation at St.

James, a reputation soon envied by other churches.

Perhaps "The Reaper" was composed for a specific

service or concert at that institution. Whatever its

origins may be, this song is an effective rendering of
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the famous Longfellow poem. The piece begins with a

dramatic, modulating piano introduction that introduces

a recitative-like vocal line. The mood is dark, in a

minor key. The text is punctuated by half note chords

that move upward, increasing the dramatic impact

through to “Though the breath of these flow'rs." At

this point the vocal line develops into a sweeping

melody, gracefully rising and falling. The piano part

takes on a warmer, fuller texture, rounding out the

change in melodic line. Cex. 7)

ex. 7, pg. 3.

This atmosphere continues until the poetry

explains the reaper's true intentions. Here Harriss

chooses to begin building toward a climax. At the
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words ”0, not in cruelty, not in wrath," there is a

maestoso marking and change of key. Both accompaniment

and melody are broadened. The piano changes to an

agitated triad pattern in triplet rhythm for the right

hand and half note octaves in the bass. The melody

becomes more conjunct and incorporates some triplet

note patterns along with the accompaniment, (ex. 8)

ex. 8, pg. 6.

The music continues in this manner until the last

two lines when it returns to the simple four note chord

accompaniment, supporting a rec i tat i ve- 1 i ke melody.

Harriss' setting of "Come To Me 0 Ye Children"

takes on a very different character than "The Reaper."

Here is a more gentle, quiet approach achieved through

many of the same compositional techniques as the song

just discussed. The text of "Come To Me 0 Ye Children"

does not demand a high point of dramatic impact.

Harriss has composed within a tonal framework, slipping

only once into a mediant relationship for a short few
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bars. Again Harriss calls upon a recitative-like

beginning with chordal support for this piece. The

text soon demands a lyrical melody which is underscored

with an arpeggiated figure arranged in two groups of

six eighth notes per bar. Cex. 9)

ex. 9, pg. 2.

Later in the piece, he calls upon the familiar

chordal accompaniment in triplet rhythm to heighten the

text. Midway through the song there is an effective

exchange between voice and accompaniment as a short

piece of melody is echoed in the piano. Cex. 10)
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The song is eventually brought back to the same

simplicity of melody and accompaniment that existed at

the beginning.

One can readily see many similarities between "The

Reaper" and "Love Took Me Softly By the Hand," but each

accomplishes a different mood and level of intensity.

The third work by Harris chosen for discussion

here is an aria from his opera "Torquil". This opera

was written in 1894 and performed six years later in

Montreal, conducted by Harriss himself. Based on a

Nordic saga, it derives its name from the central

character, Torquil. Kallmann describes the opera as "a

serious musical work ," 40 with a harmonic vocabulary

40 Ibid.
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reminiscent of Wagner's "Tristan". The aria entitled

"Thrice welcome trusted vassals" is part of a

Recitative, Air and Chorus, but it may be sung

i ndependant 1 y

.

A sweeping vocal line and a strong rhythmic

pattern in the accompaniment prevail throughout this

aria, assisting the military connotation of the text.

The broad melody has a demanding tessitura

throughout with a high B-flat in the last verse. Cex.

12 )
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ex . 12, pg. 11.

Harriss increases the impact of each verse with a

chromatically developed interlude over a dominant

E-flat pedal. It seems almost a battle cry as Torquil

pledges his "trusted sword." Cexs. 13a and 13b)

ex. 13a, pg. 6.
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ex. 13b, p. 7.

Generally speaking, Harriss' songs are not vocally

or musically demanding. Melody and rhythm are not

difficult to execute. What Harriss does rely upon is

vocal color, dramatic intensity and overall ensemble.

"The Reaper" requires three changes of timbre, dark and

sombre at the beginning, rich and warm in the middle

with a bright, uplifting quality at the end. These are

heightened by tertial modulations rather than intense

vocal demands.

Musically, "Come To Me 0 Ye Children" is the least

demanding of the three pieces for either voice or

piano. It does require a sensitivity to the text from

both factions and demands a careful approach to the

ensembl e

.

The "Torqui 1" aria is the most demanding of

Harris'' songs discussed here, both vocally and

pianistical ly . The high tessitura spread over four
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verses requires a physically strong voice. A militant

text must convey conviction throughout the piece. Both

melodic and rhythmic structures require precision from

singer and pianist. Harriss works each part skilfully

together for the benefit of the singer. The most

demanding vocal aspect of this aria is the level of

energy required from beginning to end.

When performing Harriss' songs, one must be aware

of the general air of drama about them. They share

similar nuances that are conducive to that sense of

drama. "The Reaper" benefits most from clear diction

and a variety of tone color. In "Come To Me 0 Ye

Children," the music must find its own way within the

rhythmic structure. A tendency may arise to be

rhythmically restrictive eliminating the stretch and

contraction that is needed. The voice must move

forward and not be pulled into the strong rhythmic

accompaniment. The "Torquil" aria, on the other hand,

must maintain a high rhythmic intensity immediately and

maintain it to the last note of the accompaniment.

These three songs by Harriss would be equally at

home in the studio for teaching purposes or performed

in concert. The first two make an excellent pair of

contrasting pieces that would work well grouped with

other early Canadian song composers. Since they are

both for lower voices, either baritone of

Mezzo-soprano, they cannot be grouped with the aria
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which calls for a tenor voice. The aria could be used

as a single selection to open a program or be grouped

with other compositions by Canadian composers either

early or late.

Songs of Clarence Lucas

Of the three composers under discussion, Clarence

Lucas is the most multi-faceted, inventive and

productive. Like Calixa Laval He before him, Lucas

writes with ease and grace. He was often his own

lyricist but also one of the first Canadian composers

to set poetry by Shelley and Poe. His songs were often

performed by famous singers and were received with

richly deserved success. W. 0. Forsyth refers to

Lucas'" songs as "bathed in refreshing ideality, and

strongly appeal to persons of refined ref 1 ect i on .
" 41

It is difficult to choose a mere three pieces from

such a fine composer as Lucas for there are many

charming and inventive songs in his output. For the

sake of contrast and variety, this paper will discuss

the 1897 Lied, " Madchenherz ,
" a dramatic ballad

"Eldorado" from 1904 and a distinctly Schubert i an song

"The Gladdest Music of June" written in 1908.

41 Forsyth "Lucas," p.4.
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Lucas draws upon diverse musical forms for his

song compositions. His settings are varied but always

appropriate for the demands of the poetry. For Oscar

Meyer 's poem, " Madchenherz " and his own "The Gladdest

Music of June," Lucas favors a modified strophic form.

"Eldorado" by Edgar Alan Poe is through-composed.

Lucas' songs are a delight for singers to execute,

the melodies flowing gracefully, unhindered in their

natural development. "Madchenherz" is one such song.

Lucas allows both the poetry and melody of this piece

to wend their way together in beautifully arched

phrases, stretching and contracting as the text

dictates, (ex. 14) Effective harmonies evolve within a

tonal framework, while just enough accompaniment is

supplied to complement and add depth to the melody.

The text is in German with an English translation.

M^DCHGNHGRZ.
(A Maiden’s Heart.)

English adapted from Adelaide Proctor.

G.-ilicht von Lied von

OSCAR MEYER. CLARENCE LUCAS.

ex. 14, pg. 1.
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ex. 14, contact.

Lucas' setting of “Eldorado" brings Edgar Allen

Poe / s colorful verses alive with dramatic intensity.

Lucas makes strong use of rhythmic motifs, tempi

changes and modulation to heighten the text as the old

knight searches for his Eldorado. From the onset of

the accompaniment, it is evident that the music is on a

frantic pursuit of something. A short motif in the

piano indicates rhythmic intensity. The voice joins in

with the same rhythmic ferver as the knight and his

journey unfold. The first verse ends with a distinct

rhythmic and melodic treatment of the words "Eldorado,

Eldorado." Cex. 15)
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ex. 15, pg. 4.

This recurs in other verse endings as a unifying factor

in conveying the quest for Eldorado.

As the song progresses, Lucas calls upon a quasi-

recitative setting for the second verse and a lyrical

ADddn te and ELLU—L.e n 1 0 for the third stanza. The

beginning tempo ( moderato ) returns for the final verse.

These changes of tempi work well and give wonderful

emphasis to the poetry. Marvelous harmonies occur

within the G minor framework with a stunning third

verse modulation to G-flat major at the andante . Cexs.

16a and 16b)
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ex. 16a, p. 5.

ex . 1 6b , p . 6

.

Following the andante the harmony intensifies by

way of an upward modulation in the Piu lento to the G

minor dominant. A resolution back to the original key

occurs for the last stanza. Cex. 17)
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Pin lento.

ex. 17, pg. 6.

Clarence Lucas wrote the lyrics for many of his

own solo song compositions. "The Gladdest Music of

June" is one of these. Written in 1908, it has a

Schubertian air, in that the piano often maintains the

atmosphere through a simply structured accompaniment.

Often solid or broken chords are found in the right

hand with open fourths, fifths or octaves in the left

hand. Such is the case in this lively piece. Cex. 18)
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The gladdest music of June

Words and music by CLARENCE LUCAS

ex. 18, pg. 2.

The text is bright, the melody is artfully woven

with the words and the piano skillfully blended to

enhance the whole. A v i vace tempo carries the voice

along easily. This is the happiest of songs, tonally

conceived, and a joy to teach or sing.

Lucas makes several demands upon singers in the

three songs under discussion. He requires good

intonation and a facile instrument to negotiate the

disjunct melodies of "Madchenherz" and "Eldorado."
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There are many chromatic inflections in these two

Pieces that must be completely accurate. "Madchenherz"

and “The Gladdest Music of June ' 1 demand excellent

breath support. The latter requires a flexible voice

with a quick vibrato and forward placement to achieve

the light, delicate quality needed.

When performing the songs of Clarence Lucas, it is

important to let the music flow of its own accord

within the rhythmic structure. The natural rise and

fall of each phrase should take precedence, for this is

the mark of a sensitive writer. Lucas' songs are not

contrived but flow gracefully, unimpeded in their

development by awkward harmonic progressions or

calculated rhythms. Even though the pieces discussed

here are quite difficult, the same ease of melodic

fluency is present in each one. Both "Madchenherz" and

"Eldorado" are better performed by experienced singers

because of their technical demands. "Madchenherz" is

suited to a medium high or high voice of light color

while "Eldorado" is an excellent character piece for a

baritone whose range is wide and richly colored. The

ability to dramatize is most important in the latter

piece. For "The Gladdest Music of June" a light high

soprano would be best. It is a youthful, exuberant

piece unsuited to darker, heavier voices.

Of the three Lucas songs discussed, "Madchenherz"

and Eldorado" are well suited for concert repertoire.
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They could be grouped with other Canadian composers or

be placed in a selection of songs according to topic.

"The Gladdest Music of June" is a lovely showpiece for

a recital situation. All three are excellent pieces

suited for individual performance as well.

The songs of Clarence Lucas are graced with unique

and vibrant melodies. J. D. Logan describes them as

being "suffused with a sort of Celtic beauty or pathos

and with the exquisite pain of spirit which the Germans

call " gehnSUg.h.t.
•

11 42 Certainly Lucas" solo vocal works

are worthy of a wider exposure among Canadian singers,

which is the intent of the writer in this discussion.

Many aesthetically meritorious songs have been

composed in the youthful years of Canada's musical

development. Both native born and immigrant musicians,

trained at home and abroad, have left a rich legacy of

solo vocal works. The time has come to reach back and

view the best of these, to bring forward what is

creditable and combine it with today's vocal

repertoire. Lawrence Lande wrote that:

To historians the philosophy of a man, a
nation, or a world in a brief space of time
can be perceived and felt through its
music . 43

42Logan , "Canadian Creative Composers," p. 192.

43Lande, "Foreward," A Check list .
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The songs of Forsyth, Harriss and Lucas are a part

of the early philosophy of Canada and Canadians. Their

compositions reflect a wave of compositional maturity

that began surfacing in the late nineteenth century.

Their choice of poetry and the manner in which they set

it pointed the way for a higher standard of vocal

composition in Canada. This heritage cannot remain

ignored. Their songs are worthy of study and

performance

.
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APPENDIX 1

Birth/Death

1848 - 1926

1849 - 1930

1853 - 1934

1854 - 1926

1858 - 1908

1858 - 1922

1858 - 1940

A Chronological List
of

Canadian Composers of Songs in English
Born Between 1848 - 1868

Name

HORNER
Ralph

GEDDES-HARVEY
Roberta

ALDOUS
John

READ
Angelo

GODFREY
Henry Herbert

WHYTE
Ernest

HAM
Albert

Types of Compositions

- born in Newport, Monmouthshire (now
Gwent, Wales)

- wrote 100 songs, most composed in

England before settling in Canada
(1909)

- best known for stage works
- died at Winnipeg

- composed parlor and patriotic songs,
one opera and an oratorio

- born in Sheffield, England
- wrote four operettas and songs
- works published in Toronto
- died at Hamilton, Ontario

- born near St. Catherines, Ontario
- known for his patriotic songs, "A

Canadian Flag Songs" (Anglo-Canadian
composition, 1914)

- also composed cantatas and choral
works

- died at Port Maitland, Ontario
- born in Plymouth, England
- best known for his patriotic songs,

“The Land of the Maple Leaf" (1897),
an album of 18 were reissued in 1902

- died at Montreal, Quebec

- born and died in Ottawa, Ontario
- wrote songs in the German romantic

tradition based on the poetry of

Goethe, Heine, Burns, Kipling, Poe,

Shakespeare, etc.
- well-written piano parts, but

forgettable melodies

- born in Bath, England
- wrote some Lieder on German texts,

also sacred and patriotic songs
- died at Brighton, England after
retiring there

65
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1859 -1935 HARRISON
Susie Frances

- born and died in Toronto, Ontario;
an expert on French-Canadian folk
songs

- songs were published in England
under several pseudonymns

- some songs were written in Canada
during the 1880s

- wrote one opera which utilized
French-Canadian folk songs

1859 - 1937 FORSYTH
Wesley Octavius

- born near Toronto, Ontario; major
song composer active in Toronto

- wrote art songs for instruction and
recital use; a lyrical composer

- complete list of songs is available
- died at Toronto, Ontario

1862 -1929 HARRISS
Charles A. E.

- born in London, England; major song
composer active in Ottawa and
Montreal

- wrote some 24 songs, all published;
included art songs, narrative
ballads, opera and large
vocal -orchestral works

- died at Ottawa, Ontario

1865 - 1924 ILLSLEY
Perci val

- born in Cheddleton, Staffordshire
- set the poems of W. H. Drummond,

"The Grand Seigneur" (1896) and "The

Last Portage"
- also wrote a cantata, "Ruth" (1894)

and other choral works
- died at Montreal, Quebec

1866 - 1924 LEMON
Laura

- born in Guelph, Ontario; some 24

songs published, including a

"Canadian Song Cycle"
- composed a "Slumber Song" for Queen
Victoria

- often wrote her own texts
- died at Redhill, Surrey, England

1866 - 1947 LUCAS
Clarence

- born near Hamilton, Ontario; major
song composer active between 1889

and 1934
- smaller compositions include over

seventy songs (often using his own
texts), works for organ and piano

- larger works include a Requiem Mass,
one symphony, two symphonic poems and
three overtures to Shakespearean plays

- composed many stage works abroad and
in the United States

- died at Sevres, near Paris, France
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1868 - 1932 BROOME
Edward

- born in Manchester, England
- wrote mostly sacred songs and

dramatic cantatas
- died at Toronto, Ontario

1868 - 1941 AMBROSE
Paul

- born and died in Hamilton, Ontario
- composed over 200 songs and anthems





APPENDIX 2

Facsimiles of Songs Discussed

W. 0. Forsyth - Trust - Op. 20, No. 3

- Love Took Me Softly By The Hand
Op. 30, No. 2

- Lover's Tribute, Op. 35

Charles A. E. Harriss - The Reaper

- Come To Me 0 Ye Children

- "Thrice Welcome Trusted Vassals"
from the opera "Torquil"

Clarence Lucas - Madchenherz

- Eldorado

- The Gladdest Music of June

68
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“TRUST.”

[Words by Frances Ridley Havergal. Music Ly °- Forsyth,Op.20.Na3.
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To my f/'f/tf.

Love took me softly by the hand.

»

Words anonymous!*
\V. O. FORSYTH, Op.30, N? 2.
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To my dear daughter Jfarjori*

Love’s Tribute

Words by Music by

MYRTLE CORCORAN WATTS W. O. FORSYTH. Op. 35

Copyright C«md*. l9U, by T>.« Xordbciaer Pi«oo K Mu*ic C*.. Limited

Copyricbt l\ S.,l9l4, by 'Hie Nordbcimer Pua» L Vu»ic Cc^ Limited
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THE REAPER
Words by LONGFELLOW. Music by C.A.E.HARRISS.

filtered according to the Act of Parliament of Canada, in the year 1J>37,

by I. Ruckling- A Sona, in the Office of the Miuiiler of Agriculture.

(I. S. 4* X. hi'.' 21H.)
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